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BC/PH/417

Val Tunbridge has answered my request for more information and comments about this photograph of the 1950s.

The Greyhound on the left had a circular fence which “contained” grass which was rarely trimmed as it was there for the specific 
purpose of feeding the tethered ponies.  Small metal hooks were placed at intervals along the rails to knot the reins while their 
riders repaired to the Bar! Two beautiful chestnut trees shaded horses and villagers waiting for the bus. 

Pre-the Meteor crash of 1956, the International Stores stood as we can see resplendent on the corner of Washwell Lane.   No white 
lines mark the road and there’s not a sign of congestion!

Little worry about Health and Safety in those days:  Baldwin and Watts (Now CHAT) at one point had builders on a ladder with no 
scaffolding.   By Goodalls the ironmongers on the left, those lovely wooden grass rakes displayed – no plastic ones!  On the side 
of Gobles (now Magpie) there used to be a board advertising cigarettes and writing paper – the former not so popular now, the 
latter out of fashion! 

Westminster Bank did not join up to become Natwest till later. Now it’s gone altogether.
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Talks and Events for the rest of  2018 
and January 2019.

Your new Membership cards now give you all the 2018 talks and 
speakers.

Talks begin at 8 pm and take place in the Commemoration Hall.

Wed. 11th July:  “ The History of Smuggling in Sussex and Kent”  
	 	 by	Geoff	Hutchinson.

Sun. 22nd July:  WHS Garden Party –3 pm with the Wadhurst  
  Brass Band playing. Badgers, Birchetts Green.  
  Tickets £10 from Carillon Cottage or the  
  Wadhurst History Society.

Thurs. 20th Sept:  “Sussex in the Great War” by Ian Everest.

Thurs. 11th Oct:  “A Grand Tour – Early Tourists in the High  
  Weald” by Ian Beavis.

Wed. 7th Nov:  “In Flanders Field – the Story of the Poppy” 
  by Heather Woodward.

Wed. 12th Dec:  Annual General Meeting followed by 
  Christmas with Polyphony.

Thurs. 10th Jan:  “The Romans in Sussex” by Brian Braby.
2019  NB this talk will be held in Uplands 6th Form
   Centre.
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MONTHLY TALKS:    

March 2018:

 – cancelled because of the ill-health of the Speaker.

April 2018:   The Palace of Westminster 
           by Kevin Gordon

Kevin	Gordon	is	a	retired	Transport	Police	Officer	and	is	now	
a guide at the Houses of Parliament.   He began by outlining 
the history and origins of Parliament. It was followed by a 
tour of the Palace including anecdotes about the people who 
worked there.

Parliaments originated as a method of raising taxes for 
the King. In 1264, the Battle of Lewes, a rebellion lead by 
Simon de Montfort, defeated Henry III’s army. This lead to 
the curbing of the absolute power of the monarch by Magna 
Carta. He detailed the process that lead to the formation of 
the House of Commons and a separate House of Lords.  
(british-history.ac.uk  has an extensive history of the Palace 
of Westminster.)

On 16th October 
1834, the palace burnt 
down. 90 architects 
were invited to submit 
designs.  Augustus 
Pugin was not invited 
as he was a Roman 
Catholic. The exterior 
of the palace was 

designed by Charles Barry. However, the interior vaulted 
room,	fittings	and	wallpaper	were	Pugin’s.	

Kevin’s tour started at the Victoria Tower, which was the 
tallest tower in the world until New York skyscrapers were 
built. This is where the Queen arrives for the State Opening 
of Parliament. Her Majesty is prepared in the Royal Robing 
Room before walking along the blue carpet which leads to the 
red carpet of the House of Lords.  The throne from which the 
Queen reads has the Rose, the Thistle, the Shamrock but no 
symbol for Wales as that is a Principality. The Members of the 
Commons are summoned to attend the Queen by Black Rod 
as no Monarch has been allowed to enter the Commons since 
the time of Charles I.

The Royal Gallery is all Pugin’s work but he was not invited 
to the opening of the new Palace - again because he was 
Catholic. The gallery is where visiting dignitaries sit.

The Prince’s Chamber has a picture of Elizabeth of York, wife 
of Henry VII,  who is most familiar to us nowadays depicted 
on playing cards as the Queen of Hearts. Beneath the chamber 
are the cellars hired by the Gunpowder Plotters in 1605.

In 1911 Emily Davidson is the only person who has ever been 
registered as resident in the Houses of Parliament after hiding 
away over night during the Census.
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The Voting Lobby is where members cast their votes when 
a division is called, signalled by a bell. Members have eight 
minutes to cast their vote. Neil Kinnock just got his foot in 
the door as it closed and claimed that his vote counted. The 
Speaker, Betty Boothroyd, ruled that as his brain, which 
decided his vote, was outside the Lobby his vote did not count.

Kevin’s talk included many more parts of the Houses 
of Parliament, the Central Lobby, St Stephen’s Hall and 
Westminster Hall.

If you get the chance to visit the Houses of Parliament, do 
include a guided tour.

John Preston

May 2018:           The Great Storm 1987
          by Bob Ogley

It is now more than 30 years since the Great Storm did 
its worst on the night of 15th /16th October 1987. Most of 
the audience who had been in Wadhurst that night still 
remember the devastation though about half of them 
admitted to sleeping through it all undisturbed. They 
had missed the sounds of roaring trains and all the blue 
flashes	lighting	the	sky	as	trees	fell	across	power	cables.	
They	had	not	waited,	terrified,	for	the	chimney	to	fall	or	a	
tree	to	crash	or	the	roof	take	off.	But	in	the	stillness	next	
morning, there were no cars, no birds, just the sound of 
chainsaws. The familiar landscape was gone.

Bob Ogley, as editor of the Sevenoaks Chronicle, was 
keen to record it all for posterity. Within a few days he 
hired a plane from which he obtained aerial photos of the 
surrounding countryside. He had to print 60,000 copies 
of the next edition of his paper to satisfy demand. Then 
with the idea of printing a book, he showed his photos 
to a publisher but was turned down – there might be a 
blizzard after Christmas. Instead a general printer was 
willing to have a go if the book was ready in a week! 
The book, ‘In the Wake of the Hurricane’, was launched 
a month later and had sold 21,000 copies by Christmas, 
finally	 reaching	Number	 6	 in	 the	 Sunday	Times’	 best-
seller list. 

Bob then published a special edition for the National 
Trust	whose	properties	had	suffered	badly	in	the	storm.	
Wondering what to do next, he decided to collect stories 
and	photos	 from	people	 in	all	 the	areas	affected	by	 the	
storm. The subsequent book was in the top ten best sellers 
for eight months, but never made number one. 

In 1989 a real hurricane hit Jamaica. The damage was 
colossal.	Bob	packed	his	bags	and	flew	off	 to	Jamaica.	
Within a short time he had produced a book ‘Hurricane 
Gilbert’. As a result of his work, they said, ‘the world has 
come to our help and you have made money for sickle-
cell research’.  

As we know locally, six of the Seven Oaks came down in 

the storm in 1987 and were quickly sawn up. The National 
Trust managed to rescue a few of their specimens and 
possibly the six oaks could have been uprighted again. 
Later six replacement saplings were vandalised. Finally 
seven new trees were established so now there are eight 
oaks!

Bob concluded his talk with a very interesting observation 
concerning Emmetts Wood now 30 years later. Half of 
the wood was replanted with a mixture of trees but is 
now full of silver birch. The other half was left as a site 
of non-intervention. It is growing again, has produced a 
canopy, and the nettles and brambles are being replaced 
by primroses and bluebells. 

Joan Grace

 June 2018:        The Shetland Bus
            by Gillian Halcrow

This fascinating talk detailed the deeds of incredibly 
courageous and patriotic men.

The seas between Norway and Scotland are the stormiest 
in the world. No other series of journeys in such bad 
weather, in such small boats and in darkness to an unlit 
coast had been undertaken. The trips involved carrying a 
cargo of explosives, guns, ammunition etc. and returning 
with desperate refugees. On 10th November 1941, the 
Arthur	 set	 off	 from	 Norway	 in	 good	 weather	 but	 ran	
into a storm with winds of over 100 mph. A large wave 
wrecked	 the	wheelhouse	 and	flooded	 the	 engine	 room.	
One crew member was lost overboard. After four days, 
one crewman and one refugee arrived back in Shetland. 
The Blear which left at the same time with a crew of 
seven and 38 passengers was never seen again. Gilly 
covered many more stories of heroic deeds too numerous 
to cover in this brief summary.

An invitation to King Haakon 
and Crown Prince Olaf to set up 
a Government in exile in Britain 
was made in order to promote 
resistance under British control. 
The SOE. was set up under the 
command of Col. John Shiner 
to organise the large army left 
in Norway.

Norway’s terrain was not suitable for parachute landings.  
However,	 Norwegian	 fishing	 boats	 were	 designed	 for	
local conditions. Refugees acted as informants and the 
boats	from	Shetland	could	merge	with	 the	 local	fishing	
boats. The Shetland boats were armed with Colt machine 
guns disguised as harpoon guns and oil drums used to 
hide arms. Rocket parachutes with trailing wires used to 
deter low level air attacks. Recruits from Norway were 
assessed in London and those suitable sent to Shetland, 
the rest to the Navy. The operation was under the control 
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of Major Leslie Mitchell with Sub. Lt. Arthur Howarth 
and	three	British	Officers.	

There	were	fifteen	missions	in	1941.	

The original base was at Lunna Voe which was ideal 
for	 a	 secret	 operation,	 off	 the	 main	 road	 and	 away	
from the shipping routes. However, it had no repair 
facilities. After one season the Norwegians decided to 
move	to	Scalloway	where	a	local	firm	had	the	necessary	
engineering	skill.	Parts	for	the	Norwegian	fishing	boats	
were ordered in Norway from GERMAN factories and 
ferried to Shetland.

Losses of men and boats were mounting.  Six boats and 
more than 30 men had been lost in bad weather or as a 
result of enemy action. In view of this it was suggested the 
base	should	close.	The	Americans	stepped	in	and	offered	
three Submarine Chasers and so a Special Norwegian 
Naval Unit was set up and made 116 trips with no losses. 

On 8th May, 1945 the Germans capitulated and an army 
of 3000 armed Norwegians appeared in Oslo.

The impact of the Shetland Bus operation resulted in 400 
tons of arms and explosives being delivered, 450 refugees 
rescued and many agents being delivered and recovered.

There were many acts of outstanding courage and 
incredible bravery performed during the Shetland 
Bus operation. To commemorate this, a wreath-laying 
ceremony is held annually on 17th May in Shetland.  
Norway still sends Christmas trees to London and 
Edinburgh in gratitude for our assistance during the 2nd 

World War. 

John Preston

-o-

We were very sorry to learn from the Kent and 
Sussex Courier that Frank Sellens who provided 
many articles about the past history of our region 
has died.  His articles were always captivating and 
provided relevant information despite its being many 
years old. One of his 2006 articles was included in our 
last Newsletter (39).  He had several times covered 
our events and especially the publication of some of 
our books.  He also interviewed Michael Harte when 
the Wadhurst History Society came into existence in 
2003.  We send our sincere condolences to his family.

-o-

News from the Centre

Besides the usual crowd of visitors and the very active 
archiving, we are now delighted to announce that we 
have almost gained our much-needed extra storage space.  
Rachel and the Editor have discovered the arcane secrets 
of the Gents’ loos which have now been completely 

cleared out and refurbished and the Store Room will 
soon be storing many of our publications and artefacts, 
thus allowing us more research and archive space in the 
Centre itself.

Please note that the Centre will NOT be open during 
the month of August so that we can do the annual tidying 
up and re-organising of all its areas. 

-o- 

DOWNTON  in Wadhurst

On Saturday 21st April:  A particularly 
well-dressed audience, thoroughly 
enjoyed the very entertaining Katharine 
Collett as she presented Downton 
Revisited at one of our ever-popular 
supper evenings.   We were transported to 
a bygone age and were so delighted with 
the pleasure of the evening that we have invited Katharine 
to come and entertain us again at Christmas 2019.

Thank you very much, Katharine, and also thank you to 
all those who helped us to set up for the evening and to 
organise the Edwardian picnic.

Celebration of the 65th Anniversary of the 
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II 
and the Changing Rôle of Women.

Saturday 2nd June 2018.

On the exact anniversary date of the Queen’s Coronation, 
the one-day Exhibition which was presented in the 
Commemoration Hall proved to be a resounding success 
and we were pleased to see so many people returning for 
a second longer visit in the afternoon, having ‘popped in’ 
earlier while doing their Saturday shopping.

We again made use of the 
blue display screens and many 
members had lent us artefacts, 
documents and memorabilia 
and had completed memory 
sheets so that every visitor found 
something of interest to study.  
The fact that, though this was 
‘history’ a lot of us had personal 
memories of the day, seemed to 
make it even more attractive.  We 
all learnt something new, that is 
for sure.

One query from an interested visitor:  CAN YOU HELP?

He	would	like	to	find	out	about	the	history	of	his	house:		
FAIRHAVEN, Turners Green
Please can you assist?  It was built about 1906, we think.
Perhaps you can remember names of people who lived
 there?  Who were their friends?  Any anecdotes?  

Please send any information you may have to the Editor.
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For example, I think most people thought that the 
schoolchildren all received the same mug – not at all!  
Six coronation mugs were on display and not one was the 
same as any other.  [The Editor here speaks as one who 
did not receive any mug – our school had ornamental 
gates.  They still exist but, oh, how I did want a proper 
mug like my friends from other schools!]

The	addition	of	the	Suffragettes/Suffragists’	display	was	
a real attraction and had many people discovering much 
they had not known beforehand.

We are very grateful to all those who lent us display 
goods including the coronation stool, wonderful samplers 
and embroideries and those who wrote so vividly of their 
memories of 1953; and everyone remembered the tiny 
televisions.  We thank also the caterers, the generous 
visitors, the guides and stewards, the stall holders and the 
general “dogsbodies” who helped put up and dismantle 
the boards and tables for their support and hard work.

From the comments in our visitors’ book, we clearly hit 
a chord.

-o-

Here’s hoping we can do the same for our next Exhibition, 
28th – 30th June 2019, when we commemorate something 
very	different	but	immensely	significant	–	the	ratification	
of the 1st World War peace treaty in Versailles.  We will 
try to show why the war happened, what happened during 
it and the consequences of it.

Please will you put the dates in your diaries and begin 
to think of any memorabilia you could possibly lend us.  
Could you also write down anything you can remember 
hearing about the 1st World War from your grand-
parents or other members of the family.  

The community of Wadhurst will be marking the end of 
the war on 11th November 2018  and so, anticipating that 
possibility, over a year ago, we deliberately booked dates 
for our Exhibition that were relevant and would not clash 
with whatever they were planning. 

-o-

How about being right up-to-date with history?  
Last month there was quite an important royal 
wedding……………

Prince Harry’s Bride:  Saturday 19th May 2018:-

Meghan’s tiara is known 
as the QUEEN MARY 
DIAMOND BANDEAU, 
made in 1932 with its 
diamonds set in platinum 
and a central detachable 

brooch made of ten diamonds, dating back to 1893.  The 
flexible	band	of	the	tiara	has	eleven	sections	pierced	with	
interlaced ovals and pavé set in large and small diamonds. 

The diamond bandeau was a present for the then Princess 
Mary of Teck in 1893 by the county of Lincoln on her 
marriage to Prince George, Duke of York – later King 
George V.  The bandeau and brooch were passed down 
by Queen Mary to the Queen in 1953.  Princess Margaret 
wore the piece to a number of events.

-o-

More Titbits from the Archives

In the last Newsletter you were promised more from the 
story of Irene Grace Driscoll who lived at Ivy Chimneys.  
In the next few pages she tells us of some of their activities.

Our lane at times was very rough and muddy and Dad 
bought a truck-load of breeze from the High Brooms 
brickyard to make a better road but it always seemed to 
sink into the clay without trace. He also had loads of brick 
rubble delivered from the local Silica works owned by 
Mr Mansell but it all just seemed to vanish and because it 
was more or less impossible to take a wheeled vehicle up 
the lane, Dad had a shed built at the top of the lane where 
the trap could be left.

We	had	a	chicken	house	up	in	the	fields	and	one	night	I	
forgot to shut up the hens and, in the morning, we found 
the fox had played havoc with them and had killed most 
of them.  The Eridge Hunt who hunted over our ground 
compensated Dad for the lost hens.

Up in the wood there was a chalybeate spring where 
Mum used to go with us children in the early days of 
living at Ivy Chimneys, taking a cup to drink the water.  
All round the edge of the spring, the ground was stained 
with rust from the iron in the water.

We	usually	had	a	cow	to	supply	milk.		Our	first	cow	was	a	
Jersey called Jenny.  It was an old Dr White who sold her 
to us and it has stuck in my mind how he told Mum where 
she (Jenny) was to be found:  “The cow is in the meadow 
–	a	field	is	a	meadow.”		It	was	my	job	to	milk	Jenny	before	
I went to school in the morning and sometimes she was 
some distance away.  One frosty morning I was up in the 
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fields,	looking	for	her;	I	had	gone	barefoot	to	save	getting	
my shoes muddy for school.  As a result, I was crying 
with the cold.  My Dad came along and asked what the 
matter was.  When I told him he gave me a penny.

At times when we were without a milking cow, we would 
get milk from the Stewarts at the neighbouring farm.  I 
would go over with the milk can and Mrs Stewart would 
invite me into the big, shining, clean kitchen with a great 
fire	 blazing	 and	 usually	 freshly	 baked	 scones	 from	 the	
griddle for me to eat while I waited. She would call to her 
son in her Scottish accent: “Duncan, awa’ for the cows.  
The wee girl is waiting and it’s getting verra’ late.”

During	 the	[first]	World	War	 there	were	food	shortages	
at the village shop.  I remember one time going to the 
grocer with my small brother, Raymond.  I asked for the 
usual items of sugar, cheese and margarine. When Mr 
Newington said he had none of these things, little Ray, 
only	 just	 able	 to	 reach	 the	 counter-top	with	 his	 finger-
tips, called out, “Have you any JAM then?”

When I was about 12 years old, a circus came to Wadhurst, 
where among the amusements there was a trapeze.  I 
liked this so much that I set about making one at home.  
With a pony and trap pushed up against a big cherry tree, 
I	climbed	up	and	fixed	one	end	of	a	five-stranded	rope	to	
a large branch and the other end to another cherry tree.  
Then with an old pram handle on the rope, my trapeze 
was	complete	and	I	could	fly	down	the	length	of	the	wire	
from one tree to the other – very fast and very exciting. 
[Don’t try this at home. Ed.]

Looking back, it seems I was always more daring than 
the other children.  For example, on the way home from 
school, I would enjoy running along the top of the narrow 
wooden	railings	which	fenced	off	the	railway	–	none	of	
the others dared do it.

Dad bought us a gramophone of light oak with a large 
horn and a wind-up handle.  This was kept in his room.  
He had also bought a dozen or more records of German 
marches including Unter den Linden.  I remember going 
in there to listen with baby sister, Nan, and waltzing 
round to the music with her in my arms.

We amused ourselves as children with what came to 
hand. In the hot weather we could paddle in the stream.  
We	picked	bunches	of	wild	flowers,	orchids,	primroses	in	
the spring.  There was a sandpit near the farm buildings 
where Enid and I played at shop.  We had weights and 
scales and cut small slabs of sand which we said were 
cheese and butter, and the loose grains were sugar. I 
remember going after dab-chick eggs with my friend, 
Elsie Reeves.  She fell in the pond when Ben Humphries 
shook the plank she was standing on, and she had to be 
cleaned up by Mum before she went home.

I started knitting when I was about 10 years old and after 
that every spare minute I had indoors I would spend 

knitting.  Sometimes I would sit up with Mum waiting 
for Dad to  come home, sometimes well after 10 pm.  I 
particularly remember knitting beige wool socks on four 
needles, specially for Ray.  I also attempted to make a 
tunic and pants for Ray from one of Dad’s coats (it was 
called a ‘butcher’s frock’) made of light brown twill – 
Dad	never	missed	it	but	I’m	afraid	the	pants	did	not	fit	
too well.

While still at school, I also knitted myself a grey jumper 
in stocking stitch with a border of mauve crocheted 
insertions complete with tassels!  I had been taught to 
knit at school and May Fillery taught me to crochet.  I 
also knitted long black stockings for myself which were 
held up with garters.

Dad had a tenant, Mrs Genty Manklow, whose son had 
a friend, Val Ellis, who came to stay with them at week-
ends.  He also became a great friend of us children, 
especially brother Jack and me.  In the moonlight of 
winter evenings, we went with him out into our woods to 
cut down ash trees and chop them into four-foot lengths 
to carry home for burning indoors.  Val made a heavy 
sledge for carrying these loads of wood and when the 
snow came, it was ideal for tobogganing.  Then Val took 
us	to	our	furthest	field	where	there	was	a	long	steep	slope.		
There we raced downhill on the heavy sledge – how we 
all enjoyed the speed and excitement!

10/AM/047

Well, Irene really does have the gift of describing so well 
the “old days”.  We’ve reached only page 11 so perhaps 
we can open her memoirs once or twice more.

The Building Industry in Wadhurst 
after 1936.

Continuing from the last Newsletter’s extracts from 
Walter Hodder’s account of 2010:-

W H Hodder and Sons gradually grew and when William 
retired in 1939, they were employing about 12 people.  
With the outbreak of the 2nd World War, Walter’s father, 
Frank,	carried	on	with	five	older	men	and	once	the	men	
returned after the war, he came to employ about 20 people, 
mainly in council housing, extensions and repairs.  Walter 
joined his father in 1952 and his brother joined in 1956.  
In	2000,	the	yard	was	sold	for	development	and	the	firm	
moved to Stonegate.

Luck	 Builders	 faced	 a	 difficult	 time	 despite	 their	
surname:	 	 the	 firm	 continued	 in	 business	 but	 George	
committed suicide in 1938 and with the outbreak of the 
2nd World War, Charles lost his work-force and closed the 
firm	down	 though	 the	 joinery	works	continued	making	
furniture for the War Department.

The 2nd World War saw Bill left with a much-reduced 
work-force at W J Piper and Sons and his son, Charles, 
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serving with the Royal Marines.  Bill became the local 
bomb damage repair organiser and, with the help of 
Frank Hodder, the business survived the war, allowing 
Charles to expand it greatly when he returned home, 
eventually	employing	around	70	staff.		The	firm	was	sold	
in the 1970s and ceased trading in 1987.  The area of the 
Piper’s workshops was developed and is now known as 
Piper’s Yard.

11/AM/071

The Fire Brigade in Wadhurst
(An account compiled in 1994)

The	establishing	of	a	fire	brigade	in	Wadhurst	goes	back	
to 1900 when local builder, Mr Ashby, set up a station in 
his workshop to house necessary equipment: a handcart 
carrying hose, branches and a standpipe, thus enabling 
firemen	 to	fight	fires	by	obtaining	water	 from	hydrants	
on the water main.  Three sections known as ‘Town’, 
‘Sparrows	Green’	and	‘Durgates’	each	had	a	First	Officer,	
a	 Second	 Officer,	 an	 Engineer,	 a	 Foreman	 and	 nine	
Firemen.

One	 of	 the	 earliest	 recorded	 fires	 involved	 a	 haystack	
at Steel’s Farm on 29th October 1905 and it engaged the 
brigade for six hours. As an extract from the report states:

 12.30 pm – full force of water from hydrant.

	 Stack	in	flame	one	side,	top	and	one	end,	wind		
	 strong,	blew	flames	over	adjoining	stack	which		
 is quite close, eaves meeting, a third stack  
	 within	two	feet	of	stack	no.2.	Had	difficulty		
	 in	keeping	flames	from	spreading	into	adjoining		
 stack. A double hosing from standpipe was  
	 most	necessary	but	we	had	not	sufficient	by	two		
 lengths.

	 Obtained	mastery	of	the	flames	1.30	pm	but		
	 found	the	fire	had	penetrated	some	distance		
	 into	the	stack,	the	roof	was	taken	off,	one		
 side and end removed – eventually succeeded in  
	 extinguishing	the	fire	at	6.15	pm.

	 Cause	of	the	fire	unknown.

In 1911, John Lake Venables of Buckhurst Lodge 
provided	 a	 new	 fire	 station	 on	 land	 given	 by	 the	Very	
Revd Henry Wace, Dean of Canterbury. This station 
at Sparrows Green served unitl the present site was 
occupied on 6th April 1971.  During 1911, the Brigade 
obtained, by public subscription, a horse-drawn manual 
pump and this, together with the hand cart, was housed at 
the	new	station.		The	first	call	from	this	new	station	was	
to a house called ‘Wayside’ (Lower High Street).

 Water on 4.30.

 Found timbered building adjoining house mass  

	 of	flames,	no	hopes	of	saving	it.		Horse,	after		
	 difficulty,	was	rescued	but	building	and	contents		
 quite destroyed including carriage, harness and  
 three bicycles.  Building comprised stable,  
 harness room and coach house. 

 Had good force of water from two branches.

In 1920, a Dennis Pump, with solid tyres, was bought and 
this appliance did yeoman service until 1934 although 
neither it nor the Brigade were able to save Wadhurst 
Castle	which	was	destroyed	by	fire	in	1933.

A	 private	 fire	 brigade	 existed	 in	 Wadhurst	 for	 some	
twelve years towards the end of the 2nd World War. Hill 
House was the private home of the Boyd family. During 
the war, while still a private house, the Boyd family 
took in numbers of evacuees from the Tyneside area and 
the Hill House Fire Brigade was formed in 1944. The 
brigade	used	 local	volunteers	 	 	 and	 supported	Uckfield	
and Wadhurst, as well as going into Kent.  It entered 
into agreement with the County Council in June 1950 in 
order to provide even more assistance within Wadhurst 
and, for various reasons, disbanded in 1956. Some of its 
now much increased equipment with breathing apparatus 
finding	its	way	to	Gordonstoun	School.

The outstanding incident of the 1950s was the Meteor 
crash on 20th January 1956 and the full description of that 
can be read in the Wadhurst History Society publication:  
The Day Wadhurst Changed. In all, six appliances from 
East Sussex and four from Kent attended together with a 
Civil Defence Rescue Vehicle and eight ambulances.

No	 account	 of	 the	 fire	 service	 in	 Wadhurst	 over	 this	
period, would be complete without mentioning the 
Bassett family.   They ran the local blacksmiths, 
wheelwrights and carriage-builders business in Durgates 
and gave outstanding service to the community from 
1900	 until	 1968	 when	 Station	 Officer	 Rodney	 Bassett	
retired, having completed 35 years.

In October 1975, crews from Wadhurst were called to 
Boarzell, Hurst Green to a building previously used as a 
residential	school	but	unoccupied	at	the	time	of	the	fire.		
That it was empty and because it lay in a wooded area 
some quarter of a mile from the main road between Hurst 
Green and Flimwell meant there was a delay before the 
fire	was	 spotted	by	 a	passing	motorist.	 	When	 the	first	
appliance arrived the three-storey L-shaped building 
was	well	alight	at	first	floor	and	roof	level.	A	water	relay	
was	set	up	between	a	large	pond	and	the	fire	ground	and	
sufficient	 jets	 were	 deployed	 eventually	 to	 prevent	 the	
damage spreading to the main part of the building.

Even	 in	 rural	 areas,	 virtually	 spontaneous	 fires	 can	
happen.  In July 1980, Wadhurst were called out to a 
barn	fire	at	Flimwell.	 	Five	minutes	 later	a	 second	call	
came	to	a	roof	fire	at	Oakover,	Church	Road,	Ticehurst.		
On	 arrival	 at	 this	 incident,	 crews	 found	 a	 severe	 fire	
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involving	 the	 second	 floor	 and	 roof	 of	 a	 large	 country	
house.  Pumps were immediately increased to four 
and then six as personnel wearing breathing apparatus 
attacked	the	fire	internally	while	others	worked	from	the	
roof using jets supplied from a hydrant as well as from a 
swimming pool in the grounds.  Some two hours later, it 
was brought under control.

One	evening	 in	March	1987,	fire	broke	out	 at	 the	Post	
Horn Restaurant (now Sonar Gaon) in the High Street. 
When	the	fire	brigade	arrived,	flames	had	already	broken	
through the roof of the premises and were beginning to 
spread along the row in both directions.  An immediate 
assistance message to “Make Pumps Eight” was sent 
soon	 after	 firefighters	 wearing	 breathing	 apparatus	
entered the building to make sure no one was trapped. 
“Make Pumps Eight” was sent soom after in order to 
provide more breathing apparatus wearers.  It seems that 
illegal entry had been made to the building prior to the 
fire.		Eight	fire	appliances,	the	control	unit	and	a	lighting	
unit all attended.  Ironically, an electrical fault caused 
another		fire	on	the	very	same	site	at	Sonar	Gaon	in	1990.

“Free”, “Franks”, “Free Franks” - ?

Rachel was enquiring about the above and received 
this reply to her question about their meaning and 
wondering whether it was related to our free trade 

with the USA in the 19th century:

“Free” – without payment is a term you might come 
across if you rummage through any stampless covers. As 
early as 1652, there were arrangements in place which 
allowed correspondence between Members of Parliament 
and	certain	Officers	to	be	carried	without	payment	of	the	
postal charge.  Such letters were known as “Franks”.  
Later,	 in	 1764,	 the	 Franking	Office	 produced	 a	 “Free”	
handstamp which they applied to qualifying letters – 
hence the term “Free Frank”.  In these circumstances, 
the sender was required to write their place of residence, 
the date and their signature on the address panel and, 
assuming the person had a right to send Free mail, then the 
“Free” handstamp would be applied.  It is worth bearing 
in mind that the Free Frank system came to an abrupt end 
on 10th January 1840.  Queen Victoria even renounced 
her privilege on the same day.  That was the day when the 
Uniform	Penny	Post	in	Britain	was	introduced.		The	final	
date of the Free system was 10th January 1840.

18/AM/084

“BOBS”

This poem is written on the reverse of a mounted poster 
of Lord Roberts.  

“BOBS”
Field Marshal Lord Roberts of 

Kandahar and Waterford, VC, KP, 
GCB, GCSI, GCIE.

There’s a little red-faced man,
Which is Bobs;

Rides the tallest ‘orse ‘e can Our Bobs;
If it kicks or bucks or rears,
‘E can sit for twenty years,

Can’t yer, Bobs?

Then ‘ere’s to Bobs, little Bobs, 
Bobs, Bobs

‘E’s our pukka Kandahader,
Fightin’ Bobs, Bobs;

‘E’s the Dook of Aggy Chel,
‘E’s the man that done us well,

’An’ we’ll follow ‘im’to ‘ell
Won’t we, Bobs?

If a limber’s slipped a trace,
‘Ook on Bob,

If a marker’s lost ‘is place,
Dress by Bobs;

For ‘e’s eyes all up ‘is coat,
An’a bugle in ‘is throat,

An’ you will not play the goat
Under Bobs.

E’s a little down on drink,
Chaplain Bobs;

But it keep us outer drink,
Don’t it, Bobs?

So we will not complain,
Tho’ ‘e’s water on the brain,
If ‘e leads us straight again, 

Blue-light Bobs.

If you stood ‘im on ‘is end,
Father Bobs,

You would spill a quart of lead
Outer Bobs;

‘E’s been at it thirty years,
An-amassin’ souveneers,

In the way o’ slugs an’ spears,
Ain’t you, Bobs?

What ‘e doesn’t know o’war
Gen’ral Bobs,

You can arst the shop next door,
Can’t they, Bobs?

Oh, ‘e’s little but ‘e’s wise; 
‘E’s a terror for ‘is size,
An’ doesn’t advertise,

Do yer, Bobs?

Now they’ve made a bloomin’ Lord 
Outer Bobs,

Which was but ‘is fair reward,
Weren’t it, Bobs?

An’ ‘e’ll wear a coronet
Where ‘is ‘elmet used to sit;

But we know you won’t forget, 
Will yer, Bobs?

Then ‘ere’s to Bobs Bahadur, Little Bobs, 
Bobs, Bobs;

Pocket-Wellin’ton	an’	‘arder-fightin’
Bobs, Bobs, Bobs;

This ain’t no bloomin’ ode,
But you’ve ‘elped the soldiers’ load,

An’	for	benefits	bestowed,
Bless yer, Bobs!

With apologies to the Poet of the People, Rudyard 
Kipling Esq.        

  BC/PO/039
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Historic Ceremony for a School
52 years ago

On Saturday, 15th July 1966, the Kent and Sussex Courier 
reported upon the opening ceremony of the swimming 
pool at Uplands and the picture showed a demonstration of 
synchronised swimming by the Monson Swimming Club.  
It	 was	 described	 as	 a	 historic	 day	 and	 the	 ‘magnificent	
work’ was praised at £6,000.  In the presence of over 300 
visitors	and	parents,	the	pool	was	officially	opened	by	Mr	
L Edwardes-Jones, chairman of the East Sussex Education 
Committee.  The Hon. Daphne Courthope, chairman of 
the school governors and vice-chairman of the county 
council, congratulated the school on achieving its aim.  
She particularly mentioned the work done by members 
of	the	school	staff	and	the	parent-teacher	association	who	
had contributed £1500 to the project.  She also thanked the 
headteacher, Mr H C Keast, for all the organisation and 
hard work he had put into it.

The pool was 75ft. long and 70ft. wide and 8ft. 6in. deep at 
the deep end.  With seating along one side it was described 
as	one	of	the	finest	school	swimming	pools	in	Sussex.

BC/AM/390
Two Winners at Uplands

November 1975

The Deakin Trust award to spend a week in Europe to 
study	the	subject	of	the	student’s	choice	was	first	presented	
in 1975 and the two recipients were very excited indeed.
YVONNE GADD decided that she would travel to Italy the 
following summer after her “O” levels and she would 
study either disease or architecture. Yvonne, the daughter 
of a Cousley Wood nurse and the head girl of Uplands that 
year, had chosen the World Health Organisation as her 
subject.  Her work was highly praised by the judges as 
“academically very good and extremely neat”.  Yvonne 
explained:  “We knew about the trophy and a book, then 
we were told we going to get a surprise and we thought we 
might be going to meet someone.  It was very exciting.” 

Yvonne hoped to become a speech therapist and researcher 
when she left school after “A” levels.

Runner-up, CAROLINE LAMPLUGH of Greenman Farm, 
would have a week-end in Europe for her impressive 
work on world hunger, not only describing the problems 
but also suggesting some solutions.  Caroline said: “I 
haven’t decided where to go but it might be the Food and 
Agriculture headquarters in Rome, or the Common Market 
HQ in Brussels.”  Caroline hoped she would become a vet 
in due course.

BC/AM/385

Perhaps they or their families  can bring us up-to-date on 
what they did during their Europe experience and also what 
their future careers did turn out to be.  Ed.

The Recipe of the Month, 
published for Creda [Simplex Electric Co. Ltd]  

January 1957
Wild Duck and Orange Salad 

(from Joan Whitgift)

Wild duck are in season and some of them are cheap and 
unexpectedly meaty.  Wild duck is a small bird but very 
plump.  A 2 lb bird has plenty of meat on it for a meal for 
five	people.	 	But.	because	it	was	wild	and	had	plenty	of	
exercise, wild duck has a tendency to be tough unless you 
know how to cook it.  The meat is close, dark and may 
be dry, especially if it is overcooked.  I have my own pet 
recipe for ensuring that it will be tender and moist, so easy 
and so unfailing that I have duck whenever it is in season 
and whenever I can get it.

My friendly butcher plucks and draws the bird for me.  I 
wash it thoroughly and dry it.  Next, I peel and cut into 
large chunks 2 lbs of good cooking apples and I put these 
into the carcase, trussing and tying the bird afterwards.  
Then I get two sheets of grease-proof paper and wrap the 
bird, screwing the ends so that it is completely sealed in a 
double-thickness parcel.

After that it must be cooked really slowly.  It goes into 
the	meat	pan	and	 is	put	 in	 the	oven	near	 to	 the	floor	of	
the oven but not actually touching it.  300o for 1¾ hours. 
[Nowadays, the slow cooker would be good, I think.]

During this time the apple cooks inside the bird and the 
steam which is sealed by the grease-proof paper, percolates 
through the meat, tenderising and softening it while 
keeping it moist.  This is a wonderful method of cooking 
any bird which you suspect might be tough:  many is the 
boiling fowl that I have cooked this way and then served 
roast! The apple should not be served.

After the slow cooking, I remove the wrapping, brush the 
bird with lard or dripping and return to the oven increasing 
the temperature to 350o and leave it to cook for a further 
30 minutes.

With wild duck I like to serve an orange salad.  Peel two 
oranges, being careful to remove all the pith and cut them 
into thin rings.  Lie them on some crispy lettuce leaves – or 
use watercress if lettuce is scarce. 

     14/AM/062

The wife of the last Tsar of Russia 
lived in Wadhurst

A tragic story.

It is often thought that Nicholas II was the last Tsar of 
Russia – he who was murdered with his wife and children 
in a cellar in Ekaterinburg on 17th July 1918. In fact, on 
2nd March 1917, Nicholas was forced by the Provisional 
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Government to abdicate.  This he did in favour of his 
younger brother Grand Duke Michael, rather than his 
haemophiliac son, Alexis, and thus Michael became 
Tsar Michael II of all the Russias.* Michael hoped his 
unexpected advancement would be endorsed by the 
Russian people but the revolution gathered strength and 
he was arrested but he never formally abdicated and 
was considered by the monarchists to be the Tsar. For 
this reason, he was quietly shot on 13th June 1918 by the 
Bolsheviks, his whereabouts said to be “unknown” for 
several years.

In 1912, Michael had married his beautiful mistress 
Natalie (Natasha) Sergeyevna, later known as Countess 
Brasova, a commoner and a 
divorcee.  This morganatic 
marriage was not approved 
of by Tsar Nicholas and the 
couple were forced to live in 
exile for some years, latterly 
in England before being 
allowed to return to Russia.

After the outbreak of 
the revolution and the 
disappearance of her 
husband, Natasha and their 
son, George, eventually 
escaped and reached London 
where connections had 
arranged for her to rent a house in the country – namely, 
Snape House, Wadhurst.  She moved there in March 1919 
and lived there for about a year.

An interesting sideline to her story is that, while at 
Snape, she was visited many times by Michael’s cousin, 
Grand Duke Dimitri.  It was he, with four others, who 
had murdered Rasputin and it was Dimitri himself who 
dumped the body of Rasputin in the River Neva.

Natasha	 finally	 settled	 in	 Paris	 with	 her	 son	 who	 was	
killed in a motor accident just before his 21st birthday in 
1931.  After a sad and eventful life, Natasha died destitute 
in 1952.

*This is the information recorded alongside the above 
picture of Countess Brasova in our archives.  According 
to a very recent publication, “The Last of the Tsars” 
by Robert Service (2017/18), Grand Duke Mikhail 
Alexandrovich did not accept the proposal from Nicholas 
to become Tsar – probably very wisely.

09/AM/040

-o-

In this month July:
1st -  1837 -  The registration of births, marriages and  
  deaths was started in Britain.

 1916 -   First day of the Battle of the Somme.

 1937 -   The 999 emergency service was   
  introduced in Britain.

2nd -  1928 -  Equal voting rights granted to women  
  in Britain.

3rd -  1938 -  The ‘Mallard’ broke the speed record for  
  steam engines at 126 mph.

5th -  1948 -    NHS established.

6th -  1535 -  Thomas More was executed.

 1885	-		 Louis	Pasteur	gave	the	first	successful	anti-	
  rabies inoculation to a boy who had been  
  bitten by an infected dog.

8th -  1943 - Jean Moulin, a Resistance leader in France  
  during the Nazi occupation of the country,  
  died having been betrayed, arrested and  
  tortured by the Gestapo.

9th -  1877 -   First Wimbledon tennis tournament played.

10th - 1940 -   First day of the Battle of Britain.

 1943 -  The Allied invasion of Sicily began,  
	 	 described	by	Eisenhower,	as	“the	first	page		
               in the liberation of the European Continent”.

11th -  1848 -    Waterloo Station opened.

12th -  1212	-			 The	[first]	Great	Fire	of	London.

 1690 - The Battle of the Boyne in Northern  
  Ireland.

 1730 -    Josiah Wedgwood,, the pottery designer,  
	 	 was	born	in	Burslem,	Staffordshire.

 1794 - Horatio Nelson‘s eye was damaged at the  
  siege of Calvi, Corsica.

13th -   1985 -    Live Aid concert, organised by Bob Geldof,  
  raising money to help starving people in  
  Africa.

14th -  1789 -   The fall of the Bastille prison in Paris at the  
  start of the French Revolution.

16th -   1945 - The experimental atomic bomb ‘Fat Boy’  
	 	 was	set	off	at	5.30	am	in	the	New	Mexico		
  desert, creating a mushroom cloud and wiping  
  out all plant and animal life within a mile.

 1723 -  Joshua Reynolds, the portrait painter, was  
  born in Plympton, Devon.

17th - 1917 -  The British Royal family changed its name  
  from Saxe-Coburg-Gotha to Windsor.

 1918 -   Tsar Nicholas II and, his wife Alexandra  
	 	 and	their	five	children	were	murdered	in		
  Ekaterinburg, Siberia.
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18th - 1918 -   Nelson Mandela was born in Qunu, near  
  Umtata, South Africa.

19th -    1834 -   Edgar Degas, the Impressionist painter, was  
  born in Paris.

 1843 -   SS Great Britain launched by Brunel.

20th - 1919 -   Edmund Hillary born in Auckland, New  
	 	 Zealand	(with	Sherpa	Tensing,	the	first	to		
  climb Mt. Everest).

 1969	-	 Neil	Armstrong	took	his	first	step	on	the		
  moon from Apollo II.

25th -   1603 -   James VI of Scotland crowned James I of  
  England.

 1797 -  Horatio Nelson lost his arm during an  
  attack on Tenerife.

 1909 -			 The	world’s	first	international	overseas		
	 	 aeroplane	flight	achieved	by	Louis	Blériot,		
  from France to near Dover in England.

 1943 -   Mussolini was deposed only two weeks  
  after the Allied landings in Sicily.

26th - 1856 -  George Bernard Shaw was born in Dublin,  
  Ireland.

28th - 1540 -  Henry VIII married Catherine Howard, his  
	 	 fifth	wife.

30th - 1966 -  England won the World Cup.

More Bits and Bobs about July:

 • July is the 7th month of the year  
  according to the Gregorian calendar  
	 	 though	it	was	the	fifth	month	in	the		
  earlier Roman calendar.  January and  
  February were added to the calendar in  
  450 BC.

 • The birthstone for July is the ruby  
  which is associated with love, passion  
  and integrity.

	 •	 The	flower	is	larkspur	or	the	water	lily.

 • Weather yore:  
  (a)	 	“If	the	first	of	July	
   it be rainy weather, 
    Twill rain more or less 
   for four weeks together.”
  (b) “St Swithin’s Day, 
   if thou dost rain,
   For forty days it will remain.
   St Swithin’s Day, 
   if thou be fair,
   For forty days 
   ‘twill rain nae mair.”

 • The census of swans – Swan Upping  
  - on the Thames takes place annually  
  during July. The swans which belong  
  to the Queen are counted and marked  
	 	 on	a	70-mile,	five-day	journey	

 • 25th July is St James’ Day, also known  
  as Grotto Day.  Children used to make  
  grottoes and caves outside their homes  
  and decorate them with sea shells  
  because the scallop shell is the emblem  
  of St James.  

	 •	 On	St	James’	Day,	the	official	Oyster		
  Season begins and the locals of   
              Whitstable hold their annual festival  
  which dates  back to the early 19th  
	 	 century,	when	fishermen	and

  
dredgermen celebrated the annual  

  ceremony of thanksgiving.

-o-

Peta thought this Study Day 
would interest some of you:-
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Notes from the Editor. The next Newsletter should appear 
in November.  Please submit comments, ideas, information 
and  articles for  inclusion and also any questions that you 
may have.  Somebody may well know the answer(s). Such 
contributions should be sent to The  Editor,  Chequers,   
Stone   Cross   Road,   Wadhurst TN5   6LR   or   e-mailed   
to   handew@waitrose.com  before Tuesday 28th August.

-o-

The WHS GARDEN PARTY

 -  Sunday 22nd July

–with entertainment provided by the 

Wadhurst Brass Band.   

The tickets (£10) are available from Carillon Cottage 
and on the reverse are clear instructions as to how to 
find	the	venue.		The	Party	starts	at	3	pm.		Please	bring	
your own chairs and tables and candelabra or whatever 
you think is appropriate.

We hope the weather will be kind to us all and are 
very grateful to Sue and Roy for opening their lovely 
garden to us.  We also thank the Wadhurst Brass Band 
for indulging our love of brass band music.

-o-

A DAY TRIP TO ROCHESTER 

 -  Friday 7th September.

Provided	 that	 sufficient	 support	 is	 forthcoming,	
you are invited to join a specially-planned Day trip 
to Rochester by coach, leaving at 8.30 am. from 
the Greyhound, to visit the extremely  interesting 
Restoration House, where King Charles II stayed on 
his way back to London from exile in France for his 
restoration to the throne, and Rochester Cathedral.

The cost including return fare, admissions and the 
driver’s tip will be £23.00.  You can decide whether 
you will bring a picnic or make use of the numerous 
catering outlets in the town, including the Cathedral 
Refectory.

Restoration House, Rochester.

If you would like to participate in this day trip which 
sounds as though it will be as fascinating as last year’s 
highly successful day out in Faversham, please let 
Anthony Cosham know as soon as possible. 

e-mail:  anthony.cosham@virginmedia.com or 
telephone: 01732 669297.

The Editor asks:   

What would you like to see in your Newsletters?   

Is there anything particular you would like to have 
included – or excluded, for that matter?  

What kind of articles really appeal to you?  etc. etc etc

RSVP       Thank you.

The next Newsletter should be available November 
2018 in preparation for the AGM on Wednesday 12th 

December when we shall be delighted to welcome 
Polyphony to sing to us again.

To see more of our archives, consult

www.wadhursthistorysociety.org

Newsletter printed by Digital Image Solutions
Cranbrook Road, Goudhurst, Kent TN17 1DY 

E-mail: rez@dis-ltd.com
Tel: 0845 0949485  

Not everyone manages to attend our Meetings in the 
Commemoration Hall, where they can pick up their 
Newsletters.  From now on, after the Newsletters 
have been displayed and picked up, in order to 
avoid a monumental postage cost, please collect 
your Newsletter from Carillon Cottage. OR ask a 
neighbour/friend if they would mind bringing your 
copy home for you.


